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STRUCTURE DYNAMICS
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Degree < 5

CC < 0.3 Closeness < 0.1

Extinct Survive SurviveExtinct
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Predictor?

● More negative local fitness makes densities decrease faster 
● More neighbours lower your fitness (more negative) 

Node prop: 
degree, 

clustering, 
centrality,  

...

Survivor?
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Erdos-Renyi    

•  Same percentage of competitive links than empirical 

Empirical network 

• Mutualism 

• Competition = projected matrix of guilds 

• 1500 species = 456 plants + 1044 pollinators 

• Ratio competitive/mutualistic interactions = 1.4

Competition & Mutualism

Robertson, C. 1929. Flowers and insects: lists 
of visitors to four hundred and fifty-three 
flowers. Carlinville, IL, USA.
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Empirical network

Erdos-Renyi 

Main Predictors = ratio, competitive degree, and others! 

                            Interactions’  properties 
                                                                          No a single predictor
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Used Machine Learning to identify the best predictors for survival 

Studied different types of interactions in dynamical ecosystems 

Predictors: 
Now it is complicated! They change with the type of interaction  
With both interactions: interplay between structure and dynamics

THANK YOU!
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Doñana  
Species:205 
Plants (Rows): 
26 
Pollinators (Columns): 
179 
Interactions: 
412 
Connectance: 
0.089 

Competition & Mutualism

Herrera, J. (1988) Pollination relatioships in southern 
spanish mediterranean shrublands. Journal of Ecology 
76: 274-287
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